Intent To Register Form

Certificate in Clinical Leadership
York University, Toronto

Dear Participant:

To help you clearly identify the benefits of this program to you and your organization, please complete these brief questions to review internally with your authorizing manager. Add additional questions as is required:

1. The 5-day Clinical Leadership Program features daily leadership themes. **Identify from the brochure which leadership module(s) will benefit you and your department the most and why?** (The Leadership Challenge; Leading as Communicator & Coach; Leader as Enquirer; Leading Change; Leading Interdisciplinary Teams)

2. The Certificate in Clinical Leadership **features applied learning** for a specific organizational or strategic leadership challenge (project). **What workplace challenges or change initiatives are you currently facing that can be tackled during the program?** (e.g., Reorganization challenges, process change, higher productivity or service level mandates)

3. Learning to manage highly-productive and collaborative work teams is a major leadership benefit of the program. **Can your department benefit by introducing individual coaching and mentoring relationships? What employee groups / job functions will benefit most?**
4. While you are attending, do you require a plan for backup/coverage of your duties while away? Note your backup plan below.

Reserve Early – Seating is limited to ensure an optimal peer-to-peer learning exchange